Tru-Seal
X-O RustMulti-Surface
Paint & PrimerWaterproofing
In one Gloss Aerosol
Sealer
DESCRIPTION:
Clear sealer formulated to protect against moisture damage on small
surfaces, outdoor fabrics such as cloth, and leather. Can also be used
on brick, patios, hardboard, wood, masonry , concrete and other porous
surfaces.
CS-1 FORMULA ANALYSIS
Sheen/Type Finish
Clear
VOC/MIR
VOC & MIR COMPLIANT
Maximum 60% VOC & 1.5pw MIR
for clear
GLOSS AT 60º
Clear
Percent Solids by Weight
8.38%

Product Features
• Dries Clear
• Protects and Seals

COLORS
CS-1 Clear

FLASH POINT
< 20º F.

RECOMMENDED USE: For use on small surfaces, outdoor fabrics such as canvas, cloth, carpet and
leather. Also protects wood and masonry. Not for fine interior cloth furniture.
DRY TIME: Depends on application and weather conditions.
CLEAN UP: Clean valve by inverting can and pressing valve till gas comes out. Never stick sharp
objects into the opening at the top of the can. For wet and dry film, use mineral spirits or paint
thinner
DISPOSAL: Dispose of aerosol container and unused contents in accordance with local, state and
federal regulations. Do not burn, incinerate or place aerosol container in home garbage compactor.
ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT: Contains no CFC’s.
APPLICATION METHODS:
Before spraying, shake can for 2 minutes after ball within begins to rattle. Shake can occasionally
during use. Hold can 8” to 16” (20 to 40 cm) away from the surface and apply thin coats. Applying
too much material will result in non-drying film which can be removed with mineral spirits or
paint thinner.

SURFACE PREP:
Remove all grease, oil, dirt and wax from surface. Surface must be porous, thoroughly dry
and free from all other coatings. If a small amount of water can be absorbed, the surface is
suitable for application.
SURFACE RESTRICTION:
Use on porous surfaces, thoroughly dry and free from other coatings.
WARNINGS
Contains propane, acetone, aromatic solvents and petroleum distillates. Extremely flammable. Storage
and handling: Level-3 Aerosols.

